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VB4000 MagicTM  
Self-Storing Portable 
Some programs set up and tear down courts 
infrequently and prefer the maximum rigidity of 
a heavy steel system. At 61#, this 3" telescoping 
post design allows the least pole deflection 
possible at a cost below comparable carbon fiber 
or aluminum systems.

MAGIC™ SELF-STORING VOLLEYBALL

Some programs set up and tear down courts 
infrequently and prefer the maximum rigidity of 
a heavy steel system. At 61#, this 3" telescoping 
post design allows the least pole deflection 
possible at a cost below comparable carbon fiber 
or aluminum systems.

Magic 
Model # Description

Free 
Lettering

VB4000 Complete system includes telescoping self-storing posts with floor well (sleeve) and VB23-CV brass 
floating floor plates, post padding, net tensioning winch, VB1250K competition net with cable covers, 

antennas with boundary tapes, and floor sockets plus FREE CHAIN NET HEIGHT GAUGE, NET STORAGE 
BAG, AND PADDING LETTERING!

Yes

VB4002 Complete side-by-side double court system includes 3 posts with padding, 2 winches, 2 nets,  
2 pairs of antennas, and 3 brass floor plates plus FREE CHAIN NET HEIGHT GAUGE, NET STORAGE BAG, 

AND PADDING LETTERING!

Yes

VB40 Posts and winch only. Order padding, net, antennas, and floor plates separately. No
VB400 Court adder increases the number of side-by-side courts and includes post and winch only.  

Order other components separately. Call for details.
No 

VB40SR Replacement Magic telescoping pole assembly

VB4000 MATCH STATS

Post material 5 Piece Aluminum

Floor socket diameter 4½" Integrated

Approx. post deflection 1.75"

Post warranty 5-Year Limited

Winch style 26:1 Worm Gear

Winch warranty Lifetime Limited

Net height indicator Engraved

Net height adjustment 

method

Air Cushioned 
Telescoping

Free lettered padding Yes (see chart)
Not suitable for outdoor use. Outdoor 
use will invalidate all warranties.

Pole Magically Telescopes from Floor in Five Rigid Sections

Fingertip Net  
Height Control

Telescoping 
Spring Release

HIDES IN 
FLOOR

Net height indicator

Net height adjustment 

method

Free lettered padding

“The storage room for our volleyball equipment was located on the second floor above the 

gym. I always held my breath as my players carried heavy poles up and down the steep 

stairs before and after each practice. So much time was wasted setting up and taking 

down. Bison self-storing poles are ingenious! It literally takes only minutes 

to set up the nets. They are designed for optimum performance and safety. 

I have used four different manufacturers' volleyball systems during my 

eight years of coaching club and high school, and it has been a relief to 

use the Magic volleyball system!"

Lynette Gustafson Volleyball Coach, Woodland Park, CO

See YouTube.com/bisoninc for Product Videos
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